BUILDER IN A BOTTLE GEL APPLICATION
NAIL PREP
-Sanitise customers and your hands
-Push back and trim excess cuticle
-Cut and file nails
-Buff nails with 100/180 sponge buffer
-Use ONLY pure acetone to wipe the nails before applying tips or nail forms (No prep and
wipe or scrub fresh solutions)

NAIL EXTENSIONS USING TIPS
-Apply tips to natural nails, make sure you can't see any bubbles between the nail and the
tip when glued on
-Cut, file and buff the tip into desired shape
-Using pure acetone wipe the natural nails avoiding touching the plastic tips
-For weak and brittle nails start with applying thin layer of Rubber Base and cure 30-45sec
Led or 2min UV (For naturally healthy nails you can skip Rubber Base and start with thin
layer of Cover Nude Builders that already contain base and primer in one)
-After applying and curing Rubber Base please apply thin/medium layer of Cover Builder
Nudes, cure 30-45sec Led or 2min UV
-Apply second medium to thick layer of Cover Builder Nude and turn the customers nail
around for the gravity to create the perfect stress area, when achieved the perfect apex
quickly turn the nail back around and immediately cure it 30-45 sec Led or 2min UV

- File and buff the nails into desired shape
-Depending on preference on 3rd layer you can finish building the nail with Rubber Top, this
is done to avoid filing off cover nude from the free edge if nail extensions are intended to be
left nude. Some cover nudes are not as opaque and if filing the cover nude alone you might
be left with more transparent free edges. If nail extensions are intended to be finished with
gel colour or regular polish you don't need to add Rubber Top.

SCULPTING WITH NAIL FORMS
-Please apply Rubber Base coat only to the natural nail and cure 30-45 sec LED or 2min UV
-One nail at the time apply thin layer of Cover Nude Builder over the natural nail and thicker
layer over the nail form to create the tip, cure 30-45 sec LED or 2min UV
-Using any of the Nude Cover Builders build up the nail with 2 layers.
-For Fully Nude extensions created with Cover Nude Builders finish them off with our NON
Wipe Extreme Shine Top Coat, cure 30-45 sec LED or 2min UV
-For Gel Polish Colour finish apply Rubber Base or 2in1 Base,cure 30-45sec LED or 2 min UV,
apply 2 layers of colour gel and finish off with Non Wipe Top Coat.
PLEASE NOTE WHEN USING LED LIGHT THICK LAYERS OF BUILDER GELS MIGHT GET HOT ON
THIN NAILS

REBALANCE

-Sanitise customer hands
-Push back cuticles
-File the regrowth, look out for any splits or lifting, make sure you file that off.
-Wipe nails with pure acetone
-Apply thin layer of Cover Nude Builder, cure 30-45sec LED or 2 min UV

-Apply medium/thick layer of cover nude builder spreading it around with circular motions
dragging it away from the cuticle area. Please avoid thick build up around the cuticle area or
the free edge. Turn the nails around to create apex if necessary. Build and cure one nail at
the time.
-File into desired shape, concentrating on reducing the product around the cuticle area and
free edge.
-Wipe nails with acetone or Alcohol
-For nude finish apply Extreme Shine Top coat,cure
-For colour gel finish: apply Rubber Base or 2in1 base, cure, 2 layers of gel colour, cure and
finish with Extreme Shine Top Coat.

REMOVAL OFF NAIL EXTENSIONS

-Reduce the product with e-file or a regular 100/80 grit file
-Place nails in a bowl of acetone, if needed cover customers hands with towel and leave
them for 15min.
-Start removing one nail at the time while keeping the rest of the nails in acetone, if taken
all out at same time, gel would get back to being hard.
- Don't force the gel off, if hard to get off leave them in for longer. Best to use sharp metal
cuticle pusher to remove, make sure to support customers natural nail tip with your finger
while removing the gel, to avoid bending or snapping the natural nail.
-Slightly file and buff the nails.

FOR VIDEO INSTRUCTIONS PLEASE VISIT OUR ‘’HOW TO VIDEO’’ PAGE
WWW.THEGELBOTTLE.COM
Join our Facebook nail tech support group:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1119450774780224/?ref=ts&fref=ts
Share and tag your work: @the_gelbottle_inc #thegelbottleinc

